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If you seek freedom, they will promote "liberty" instead.
If you speak of the "United States", they will create 350 versions of things called
"United States" and leave you to describe your meaning in great detail, or, let
them decide which United States you are talking about.
If you establish a Constitution and bind them to this lofty contract and its
guarantees owed to all Americans, they will redefine "Americans" so that the
contract no longer applies to you.
If you set out to assemble and restore your lawful State of the Union, they will try
to redefine "State" and "Union" both, and offer you a commercial corporation,
instead.
Oh, and that commercial corporation will be owned and controlled by them.
They will take a State-of-State business organization like the State of California,
describe it as a "Confederate State" and then start calling it a "State" even though
it isn't a State.
They will redefine "person" to mean "corporation".
They will redefine "vaccine" to mean "gene therapy", then redefine "bioweapon"
as "gene therapy".
If you support a Christian Monarchy, they'll cross their fingers and sneak off the
Throne by signing legislation, and then go sit on The Chair of the Estates for 68
years, instead.
If you are a Municipal citizen of the United States, they will mistake you as a U.S.
Citizen.
And if you are a U.S. Citizen, they will mistake you for a Municipal citizen of the
United States.

And if that doesn't work, they will mistake you for a US CITIZEN and a commercial
corporation to boot.
They will say that your freedom to contract led you to contract with them, when
you don't even know who they are or what they represent.
Via the magic of The Federal Reserve Act, they will claim that you agreed to be a
"Transactor" in Commerce, and claim that brings you under their regulatory power
delegated by the Interstate Commerce Clause of the same Constitution they
evaded by redefining you as a Federal (or National) citizen.
They will redefine your State Militia as a "National Guard" and steal control of it.
They will redefine your State Assembly as a National Assembly State and take
control of it.
They will redefine your cities as "Municipalities" and do the same thing.
They will accept that you are a Ward of the Queen on the High Seas, and then
redefine "High Seas" to include every speck of dry land.
The hypocrites will even take the trouble to move the High Water Monuments to
the mountain tops and you will have to haul them down to the beach again.
They will redefine your family physician as a Medical Doctor.
They will then define a Medical Doctor as a Uniformed Officer and conscript him or
her into their military service.
They will then direct their "Uniformed Officers" to kill you, and you will be none
the wiser.
And they will claim that this is perfectly legal, because they have misidentified
you as an Enemy Combatant. And besides, you volunteered to be injected and
you volunteered to take the drugs.
Even after their "Congress" declared that nobody is accountable for the results.
Just like you volunteered to pay Federal Income Taxes, when you have no Federal
Income at all.
Your right to contract shall not be abridged, unless the contract is the Constitution
they are supposed to be obeying.
If you have a Federation of States operating as The United States of America, they
will name their own business franchise "the" United States of America,
Incorporated, and try to confuse the two.
If you loan them a specific proportion of your war flag to use while engaged in
their delegated duties and you define it most carefully in their own law so that
everyone knows what a Title IV flag is, they will still try to pretend that it's their

flag in the sense of owning it, and claim that it is the only valid version of your
flag in existence.
If you loan them actual money --- gold and silver, they will pay you back in notes
(I.O.U.s).
If you loan them credit (Federal Reserve Notes), they will pay you back in more
credit, and charge it off to you a second time, and a third time, and a fourth
time.....
Then they will go bankrupt and name you as their Co-Signer on all their I.O.U.s.
Death will be euphemistically referred to as "passing on".
The Common Cold will be renamed "Covid 19".
"Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome" known as AIDS will be renamed HIV.
HIV will be renamed Covid-19. (Notice the hyphen.)
And now you know why the Puritans called the people who employ these practices
the "Masters of Deceit" and why they refused to let Bar Attorneys live in their
communities.
You also know why the Scots call Bar Attorneys "Devils" to this day.
And why Bill Clinton said, "it depends on what your definition of "is" --- is."
And what counts as "sex".
And what does "of" mean?
There is no truth in these people, none at all; they live and breathe deceit from
dusk until dawn, and they smirk and they smile at their gullible neighbors, so
honest, so ripe for the picking or the slaughter, either one.
Until you wake up. Until you grab them by the throat. Until you object. Until you
stop volunteering.
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